Abstract: Metallic nanostructure arrays have been highlighted by their tremendously promising applications, such as biosensors, light harvesting, and fluorescence enhancement. To reach the aim of obtaining an inexpensive gold elliptic nanocavity array (GENA) biosensor, which has high refractive index sensitivity, the two-photon nanolithography, with the advantages of high resolution, low cost, time-saving, etc., is used to fabricate GENAs. The characteristics of these GENA biosensors are experimentally and theoretically investigated. A finite-difference time-domain method is applied to analyze the GENAs' localized surface plasmon resonance modes in the transmission spectra of GENAs and steady-state field intensity distributions. The refractive index sensitivities of the GENAs are characterized by the transmission spectra of GENAs in water and varied concentrations of NaCl solution. The results illustrate that the GENA biosensor under coupled mode sensing has high refractive index sensitivity, which reaches 562 nm/RIU.
Gold Elliptic Nanocavity Array Biosensor
With High Refractive Index Sensitivity Based on Two-Photon Nanolithography 
Introduction
Plasmonic nanostructure arrays with metallic nanoholes and nanoslits can tremendously enhance the local electric field closes to the surface of the metallic nanostructure arrays. This phenomenon is due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) that results from the collective oscillation of free conduction electrons in the metal. These electrons are excited by the specialized illumination light and, at the same time, enhance the transmission of the light. This process is called extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) [1] - [3] . The optical and plasmonic properties of metallic nanostructure arrays strongly rely on the size, shape and the refractive index of surrounding medium [4] - [6] . This attractive optical property of the metallic nanostructure arrays has led to manifold applications such as sensing, light harvesting, optical switching and fluorescence enhancement [7] - [10] . Especially, the subwavelength confinement of the electric field offers a sensitive area for the refractive index of medium adjacent to the surface of nanostructures [11] , [12] . Moreover, recent improvements in the metallic nanofabrication technology have led to a wide variety of design and fabrication of highly sensitive nanostructure biosensors [13] , [14] . There are three common types of fabrication technologies: 1) self-assembly technology (e.g., colloidal nucleation and growth [15] and nanosphere lithography [16] ) and 2) replication technology (e.g., nanoimprint [17] ), 3) pattern direct writing technology (e.g. electron beam lithography (EBL) [18] , focused ion beam (FIB) [19] , and two-photon nanolithography (TPNL) [20] ). The self-assembly technology is time-saving and inexpensive, but nanostructure defects are easily formed. Meanwhile, it is difficult to fabricate nanostructure with arbitrary designed patterns. The replication technology is time-saving and is capable of producing large-area well-organized nanostructures. However, the nanoimprint template of the nanostructure is expensive and easily broken. In contrast, the pattern direct writing technology easily reproduces the same nanostructures, but could not produce large-area orderly nanostructure. Whereas, it is time-consuming and expensive and complex equipment is required, such as EBL and FIB. The TPNL is an economical and powerful maskless method to fabricate nanostructures. In addition, TPNL could be applied for high resolution and intrinsic 3-D micro-structure fabrication [21] , [22] .
The focus of our research is to achieve a high refractive index sensitivity gold elliptic nanocavity arrays (GENAs) biosensor by using the low cost and less time consumption TPNL method. The sensing characteristics of the GENA are investigated theoretically and optimized through selecting the suitable LSPR modes. The GENAs are fabricated by TPNL technology and the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels are bonded onto the top surface of the GENAs. The refractive index sensitivity is measured by optical spectrum transmission measurement systems. Finally, the refractive index sensitivities of the GENAs are analyzed.
Experimental Details
The GENAs were fabricated by a TPNL technique. As shown in Fig. 1 , the TPNL was carried out by a tightly focused femtosecond laser beam. A mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser system (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics) with a center wavelength of 780 nm, a pulse width of 80 fs, and a repetition rate of 80 MHz, was employed as a light source. The light from the laser system was expanded by two lens and entered into a high numerical aperture oil-immersed objective (Olympus, 100Â, NA ¼ 1:45). The incident light of the objective was tightly focused into the positive AZ P4620 photoresist film. A 3-D piezostage (Physik Instrumente P-563.3 CL) was employed to realize precise movement of the processed sample. An attenuator and a shutter were used to control the exposure time and exposure intensity, respectively.
The detailed fabrication processes are following. 1) A quartz glass was successively cleaned in acetone, ethanol, and the mixed solution of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide which was set at a 3 : 1 ratio. 2) A 180 nm thick AZ P4620 photoresist was spin-coated on the substrate under the speed of 4000 rpm. 3) TPNL was used to pattern different sizes of elliptical nanohole arrays on the layer of AZ P4620 photoresist. 4) The photoresist was developed in the 1 : 4 diluted AZ 400K (AZ Electronic Materials) at room temperature, then the elliptic nanohole arrays of the photoresist were formed on the chip. 5) 3 nm Ti (adhesive layer) and 60 nm Au were successively deposited on the chip by electron beam evaporation (EBE). Fig. 2 is a detailed schematic diagram of the fabrication processes.
The optical transmission spectral measurements system is shown in Fig. 3 . The test principle is briefly described as below. A light beam from a broadband tungsten halogen source (Ocean Optics HL-2000) was collimated by a collimator and successively goes through a Glan-Taylor polarizer, a silver reflecting mirror and focused on the pattern of GENA sample by a long-working-distance 10Â objective. The sample stage allowed micron-resolved displacement, to adjust the position of the sample. The transmission light beam was collected and focused by another long-working-distance 10Â objective and then split into two beams by a splitter, which were detected by a CCD camera and the spectrometer. The location of the light spot on the sample could be observed by the CCD camera. Meanwhile, the data of the transmission spectra were transferred from the spectrometer to the computer.
The refractive index sensitivity of the GENA biosensors was measured with water and the different concentrations of NaCl solution (5%, 10%, and 15%) covering the surface of the biosensor chip. The refractive indexes of water and NaCl solution (5%, 10%, and 15%) are 1.3333, 1.3418, 1.3505, and 1.3594, respectively. To easily inject the sample to the surface of nanostructure sensing unit, a PDMS cover with microchannels was bonded onto the surface of the quartz glass with nanostructure sensing unit.
Results
According to our previous work, the TPNL technology is applied to fabricate various nanostructures, such as nanohole, nanodisk, nanoslit [23] , [24] . Although all of the nanostructures can be used to fabricate refractive index sensors, the reflective index sensitivity of the nanorods are about 100 $ 300 nm/RIU which is smaller than the nanoholes reflective index sensitivity from 400 $ 700 nm/RIU [17] , [25] - [27] . The high reflective index sensitivity of the nanoholes is because many modes can be excited and couple each other to generate the Fano resonances. As the same reason of the nanohole, The nanostructure coupled with nanohole and nanodisk coupled structure's reflective index sensitivity reaches more than 1000 nm/RIU [12] , [28] . Therefore, the GENAs, arranged in a two-dimension square lattice, are adopted in this work. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the key structural parameters of the GENAs are labeled, including semi-major axis a (y -direction), semi-minor axis b (x -direction), the period P, the thickness of gold film t , the thickness of photoresist film h, the refractive index of medium is n d , photoresist n ph , and substrate n sub .
The sensing characteristics of the GENAs are analyzed by the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) software (Lumerical Inc., Vancouver, Canada) with full 3-D models. In the model, the simulation domain uses anti-symmetric, symmetric, and perfectly matched layer boundary conditions in the x , y , and z boundaries, respectively. A plane wave source polarizing along the x direction is normally incident on the GENAs. The minimum mesh size is four nanometers. A frequency domain profile monitor has been put above the structure to collects the transmission spectrum through the GENAs. The photoresist is AZ P4620 ðn ph ¼ 1:635Þ. The substrate is quartz ðn sub ¼ 1:463Þ. Meanwhile, the refractive index of the gold is modeled by fitting to the experimental values in the CRC chemistry and physics handbook (Supplementary part 1) . Fig. 5(a) displays the transmission spectra of the GENA structure with water and the different concentrations of NaCl solution (5%, 10%, and 15%). There is one peak obviously red-shifted from 814 nm to 829 nm. In the insert of Fig. 5(a) , the fitting curve of the wavelength and refractive index data of NaCl solutions demonstrates good linearity. It is used for calculating the sensitivity of the biosensor, i.e., the value of the variation of the peak wavelength divided by the variation of the refractive index is a constant S (S ¼ Á=Án, where Á is the wavelength shift of transmission peaks with the covering medium refractive index variation Án). Then, the S of the transmission Fig. 4 . Schematic of the GENAs arranged in a two-dimension square lattice.
peak is 583 nm/RIU. There is also other peak shifts from 794 nm to 809 nm with n d changing. While this peak intensity is weaker than the previous one, so unsuitable to be as a sensing mode in the experiment. Also, there are some other weak modes in the transmission spectra, leading to some small fluctuations of the transmission spectra (Supplementary part 2). Fig. 5(b) shows the transmission spectra map of the GENAs with n d tuned from 1.33 to 1.36. In the figure, high and low transmittance is respectively scaled by red and blue color. The white dashed line shows the sensing mode, which shifts with the n d changing.
The nanocavity structure could be considered as the combination of the nanohole and nanodisk structure. Fig. 6(a) -(c) are the XZ cross-section schematic of the nanodisk, nanohole and nanocavity structure, respectively. Fig. 6(d) shows the transmission spectra of the three nanostructures covered by water medium. The blue, red and black lines show the transmission spectrum of the nanodisk, nanohole and nanocavity, respectively. There is no peak in the transmission spectrum of the nanodisk. But one peak exists in the transmission spectrum of the nanohole at 794 nm. Fig. 6(e) is the calculated electric field intensity distribution of the nanohole XZ cross-section at this wavelength. There are higher intensity localized electric field in the edge of air hole in gold film. The 794 nm peak also appears in the transmission spectrum of the gold nanocavity, but a stronger peak is excited at 814 nm. Fig. 6 (f) and (g) are the calculated steadystate time-averaged total electric field intensity distribution of the nanocavity XZ cross-section at 794 nm and 814 nm, respectively. The electric field distributions of the two peaks are similar. However, the electric field of the 814 nm peak is more localized and stronger than the 794 nm peak. The distance between the upper part and the bottom part of the gold is 120 nm, so there is interaction between the two parts [12] , [29] . The 814 nm peak of the nanocavity is a peak of a coupled mode. Fig. 6(g) shows that there is stronger and more localized electric field at the edges of the upper part and the bottom part of the gold. Because of the good contact interface between the edge of the upper part of the gold and the medium, a little refractive index change of the medium can lead to large electric field intensity variation at the edge of the upper part of the gold. Then the transmission peak of the coupled mode would has prominent shift vary with the variation of the electric field intensity. Therefore, the coupled mode has high sensitivity.
Based on the simulation results, the suitable GENAs sample was fabricated by the TPNL with an incident laser power of 1.202 mW. Each elliptic nanohole was exposed 40 ms. Fig. 7(a) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of one GENA with P ¼ 600 nm, t ¼ 60 nm, h ¼ 180 nm, a ¼ 235 nm, and b ¼ 205 nm. The transmission spectra of the chip are measured in four different concentrations of NaCl solutions. All the spectra are normalized in Fig. 7(b) . The insert figure shows the enlargement of the peaks of the coupled mode. The wavelengths of peaks are clearly red shifted as n d increases. In Fig. 7(c) , the shift of the peaks is linear with the n d . The S of this chip is 562 nm/RIU. It's higher than that of other previously reported nanoperiod arrays with similar period and measurement wavelength regime [17] , [30] . Comparing S of the experiment to the simulation, experiment determined S is about 30 nm/RIU less than that of the simulation. Fig. 7(d) displays the simulation and experiment transmission spectra of the GENAs with the covering medium of water. The black and blue lines are the simulation transmission spectrum of the GENA in Fig. 6(c) and the measurement transmission spectrum of the GENA in Fig. 7(a) , respectively. Compared with the simulation results, the measurement transmission spectrum has some differences. The peak of the measurement transmission spectrum has been blue shifted and broadened, and the transmission peaks of the other modes disappear in the measurement spectrum. In fact, this differences exist in all chips we fabricated. While in the gold EBE process, a small amount of the gold will deposit on the sidewall of the photoresist which is partly responsible for the differences. Then the actual cross-section is not the same as that Fig. 6(c) shows, thus the gold on the sidewall can connect the upper part and the bottom part of the gold. So the coupled mode would be affected by the gold sidewall. The inset figure of Fig. 7(d) shows the XZ cross-section schematic diagram of the GENA with 4 nm gold sidewall which connects the upper part and the bottom part of the gold. The red line in Fig. 7(d) is the simulation transmission spectrum of the connected GENAs. Compared to the simulation transmission spectrum of the disconnected one, the peaks of the connected GENAs are blue shift, and the peak at short wavelength is weaken (Supplementary part 3) . These phenomena are attributed to the change of the interaction between the nanohole and nanodisk, which would be resulted from the gold on the sidewall. The simulated S of the connected GENAs is 574 nm/RIU, which is lower than the disconnected one (Supplementary part 4) . Therefore, the gold sidewall is one reason for the low S, blue shift, and disappearing of the short Fig. 6 . Simulation of the optical properties of the nanodisk, nanohole, and nanocavity arrays. The nanocavity is the same as in Fig. 5(a) . The nanodisk and nanohole are the same as the nanocavity, except there is no upper part or bottom part of the gold, respectively. wavelength peaks in experiment transmission spectra. As shown in Fig. 7(d) , there are also some differences between the measurement transmission spectrum and the simulation transmission spectrum of the connected GENAs, which may be caused by the rough surface of the gold film and non-uniformity of the elliptic nanocavity induced from the fabrication process, such as Au EBE and TPNL [11] . The surface roughness of the gold film can cause stronger plasmon coupling to the scattering losses leading to shorter plasmon propagation lengths and spectrally broader resonances [18] . The transmission spectra depend on the structural parameters of the GENAs. The different transmission spectra of different size GENA units are overlapped to be the measurement transmission spectra so that the transmission spectra become broader and the peaks of the weak modes are disappearing [26] .
There are two potential ways to improve the sensitivity of the GENAs biosensor chip. One is to design new nanostructures and to optimize the structural parameters [6] . The other one is to optimize the fabrication process to smooth the gold film surface and accurately achieve the uniform nanocavity arrays [18] .
Conclusion
GENAs biosensor chip, which works under the coupled mode transmission, is designed, simulated, fabricated, and characterized. The GENA with dimension of P ¼ 600 nm, t ¼ 60 nm, h ¼ 180 nm, a ¼ 235 nm, and b ¼ 205 nm is fabricated by the suitable TPNL. Then the GENA and PDMS with microchannels are bonded together to form a sensor chip. The sensitivity of the GENA biosensor chip is characterized by the water and the different concentrations of NaCl solution. The peak of the coupled mode transmission of biosensor chip shows higher sensitivity which reaches 562 nm/RIU. The GENA, which is easily and cost-effectively fabricated by TPNL, is a potential biosensor chip widely used in label-free chemical and biomedical fields, especially cancer biomarker testing.
